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The basic physical assumption that may be wrong in comprehending science is in 
believing that the measures and correlations of the fundamental forces is the only path to generate the 
last step in unification.  The last step in unification should entail unifying life with the fundamental 
rules of what constitutes measured information.  The dual results for the correct model that unites life 
and measured information could then be used to find the correlations to every other measure life can 
make, including that for uniting the elementary forces measured in nature.  This implies that it is “life” 
that makes all physical measures, and, that every measure must also include a physical path back to the 
life that is making the measure, and, having a physical path that is mathematically describable in 
utmost physical detail.  As a general rule, any unifying theory in science should include all the 
measurable, physical aspects of information supporting life.  The simplicity in the underlying concepts 
of the theory must also be deemed evident by many and not just by a selected few.  How can anything 
at all be deemed grand when the “grandness” is a judgment call in the eyes of the beholder and 
beholders are merely a few scientists?   

 
Since living objects take on many physical forms, many unique mathematical solutions 

regarding measurable information, and, life’s use of this information, are expected as the outcome of 
these efforts.  What is presented in this paper is a very basic description of measurable information 
that is accumulated by all life forms through the time span that includes birth, followed by a rapid 
growth period that eventually slows down and ends in death.  Life itself can provide a physical model 
to compare with the rules of the universe as a whole and therefore should also provide physically valid 
duel correlations with respect to having both a beginning and a rapid growth period.  The beginning of 
all life would be expected to physically scale to correlating phenomena that represents the physical 
beginning of the universe that, in the bosom of which, life came to be.  Every living thing would be 
subject to the same set of elementary physical laws that govern how each distinct life form transmits 
and receives every single bit of measurable, physical information.  Information connects life’s physical 
conscious state of being to the surrounding environment that is suitable to the particular life form 
(environments immersed in air, in water, etc., for the many distinct living species identified).  This 
implies that we could uncover root information that can be used to mathematically model and predict 
global behavior of information that are utilized by societies of people, herds of sheep, flocks of geese, 
colonies of bacteria, etc, for all distinct life forms.  On the more local level, this information would be 
expected to model the most basic physical information that each individual life form transfers to and 
from its local environment.  Taken another step forward, this same information, when properly scaled 
to dimensions within the confines of a living body would provide the physical information that is 
required to operate biological organs, cells, etc.  Is grand unification meant to unite the forces in nature 
or is it meant to unite all information regarding the physical measuring structured elements that are 
utilized by all living creatures?  Can it be that all measures we make in science have an exact dual 
measure related to a discreet set of information that supports life?  A dual measure is a simple way to 
say that we can get accurate information regarding something by accurately measuring something else 
that is physically related…. like measuring the angle of the sun (a spatial measure) to determine the 
time of day (a time measure).   This measure provides information gathered under two very distinct 
physical conditions, but, because of the exact nature of the correlation (angle of sun correlates to the 
time of day - in this case, and yes it is seasonal) we get equivalent information and we can derive the 



space measure from the time measure and visa versa.  We can say that information from the measure 
of the shadow subtended angle of the sun mirrors (reflects) the information regarding the time of day.  
The basic laws regarding information provide the most basic form of physical information used by our 
conscious mind to experience and build a physical model thereof of life’s events as they are “sensed 
and lived” with information stored in our conscious thought that mirrors all information received 
through our physical senses.  The elementary physical laws governing information, when properly 
scaled, will provide the most precise information regarding life to the quantum level of uncertainty in 
measure when using the many metrologies at our disposal.  This level of quantum precision measure is 
attainable and would give unprecedented precision and accuracy regarding information that measures 
physical life in both the most global and the most local manner as time progresses (equations 
governing evolution of life).  Strings of physical information exist as sets of information relations 
regarding the most detailed physical aspects of life.  This article presents a visual description of a 
physical model that may constitute the most basic description of the structure of information that is 
used by all forms of life while interacting with the universe as a whole.                 

 
That image below can be created simply by placing an object between two parallel 

mirrors and observing the “string” of optical images transcending backward in time.  The multiple, 
nested images exist due to the reflective nature of light.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure#1 – Albert Einstein and “two” clocks placed back to back – a square and a round clock - are 

placed between two parallel Mirrors 



 
Imagine Figure#1 above extended in 3 dimensions (using 6 mirrors – 3 mirror pairs on X, 

Y and Z) having Albert moving with a high speed toward the front side, Z mirror.  We immediately 
incur a Doppler shift toward blue for those reflected images of Albert’s front side (images showing his 
face), and red shifted images for the adjacent Mirror images showing Albert’s backside.  What is also 
observed when Albert is moving with high speed is that the two clocks no longer measure the same 
rates of time while rotating in the opposite sense.  The two different rates of time measure, coupled 
with the 3 dimensions of space supply the basic ingredients to build an anti-DeSitter (ADS) space 
having all of Albert’s detailed optical information contained in the string of images that recede 
backward at discreet intervals of time (these basic elements model the converging ADS Friedman 
information space of general relativity).  Two time clock measures associated with three radially 
scaled spatial images offer the basic degrees of freedom to define information in an anti-DeSitter space 
as is presented the three dimensional visual model presented above.  As the speed of light is 
approached by Albert, the front side image information becomes small wavelength dominant to 
Albert’s back side images and the backside information appears to fade away to long wavelength 
radiation in the expanding space that grows between Albert’s backside and the backside mirror.  This 
simple model gives basic information that relates to the types of “measures” life makes in the universe 
today, the quantum measures (same as a frequency measure and yields a rate of counting information – 
front side image) and the red shifted edge of the universe measures (backside images).  The basic unit 
of information in a quantum field theory that supports life information is believed to follow as ADS, 
time like elements and these elements are believed to be mathematically describable as information 
residing on the plane of non-trivial zeros in the analytic space of Riemann Zeta (as described at: 
http://www.fqxi.org/community/forum/topic/891 ).  Images of light become the most basic whole of 
attainable information for all life forms and each image comes with a clock direction and rate.  
Imagine that your brain has the capacity to maintain information using image reflections in a dual 
manner as that in Figure#1.   Our minds can bring past strings of images to the forefront for analysis in 
memory.  We can look inward (inward vision) magnify, and focus upon past image strings (in ADS 
loops) and bring them to the forefront for analysis in the thought process.  In essence, we see real 
objects when we observe light entering our eyes, but we also visualize images (objects stored in our 
mind) that are brought to the forefront of conscious thought for analysis.  In this theory that attempts to 
connect information and life, images of light are considered the most basic units of information that 
provide the information structure of the “string” in physics.  This amounts to our looking down the 
gauge field to see a string of time dependent information.  A “string” of information now becomes a 
string of images, each image being finite in information content and having a net relativistic mass that 
when all images of light are summed as a whole this equates to the measured mass of a particle.  A 
particle mass is believed to be derived from the sum of all the images of light contained between well 
defined reflective surfaces – all the information we can ever hope to know becomes the physical 
building blocks of the particle’s mass.  For the lepton family, the images follow a Cartesian based 
Koide axis as the images recede back in time in the same manner as Figure#1.  When an atom absorbs 
light it increases its mass by the relativistic mass of the photon absorbed (and visa versa on emitting a 
photon of light).  The total mass of the atom can be thought of as solely being derived from the light 
that constitutes the entire past history of information contained within – similar to the reflected images 
in Figure #1.  This implies that a particle consists of the sum of distinct images because images are all 
we will ever measure when we measure the “particle.”  Therefore, everything measurable by 
humankind implies gathering information using images of light.  Therefore, everything measurable is 
light because images of light are all we can ever measure given our physical senses.  Every piece of 

http://www.fqxi.org/community/forum/topic/891


information that is deemed information must be piped through our physical senses and this requires 
light to document all the information to what physically transpires.   

 
When we consider the detailed physical nature of what constitutes information, we look 

inward, into our personal thoughts, because it is within our thoughts that we place a value on all 
information.  It is this look “inward” at ourselves that also provides each of us with our physical model 
of reality – inward thinking is the place where the voice inside our head resides and this voice has 
attached to it, all of ones physical sensory observations made and recorded in memory up to that 
moment.  Within our thoughts, we all have the capacity to consider any number of an infinite number 
of alterative physical directions we can follow into the future and to follow the direction that we each 
conceive as being the most desirable direction.  We then act out the proper series of physical actions 
required to build our desirable future.  Our thoughts consist of all the stored sensory information that 
has been analyzed to narrow down the many possible futures being considered.  We then pick a 
particular future direction and physically act out the events to make it happen.  To make our future 
happen, we pursue a series of actions that lead to completing events in order to make the chosen future 
occur.  The simplest, physical acts include placing one foot in front of the other to appropriate your 
physical self moving from one place to another.  More complicated strings of physical actions are the 
many physical actions we must do to embark on a new career.  Thoughts (strings of images brought to 
our forefront for analysis) lead to the physical actions that build one’s desired future, a future being 
composed of one’s perceived strings of events required to be completed in due time.  This implies that 
that the boson string elements (includes tachyons) should provide enough information to model 
thoughts that consist of contemplating alternative futures.  Our contemplation of alternative futures has 
a direct physical tie to the alternate Feynman paths that sub atomic particles consider prior to making a 
movement in time.  Every physical attribute we precisely measure in science provides direct physical 
information regarding the life doing the measure, and for a very good reason.  Life is doing the 
measure and manipulation of the information.  The universe we live in is physically constructed in our 
mind from the information provided to us by our physical senses, and is therefore measurable because 
we can physically measure the amount of light, sound, etc in the environment.  Therefore, sensory 
collected physical information is utilized in our conscious thought to envision a measurable, physical 
action string of events that when completed, leads us into the desired future. We walk, we lift, we 
look, etc.  Given that our five primary physical senses feed the information used by our conscious 
thought, could it be that our physical senses can be modeled by String Theory Physics where each 
“string” physically models strings of physical information received from a single physical sense that 
appropriates a conscious life (sight, hearing, etc)?  This implies that String Theory Physics represents 
all of the attainable physical information that life collects and in it’s most basic form, right down to the 
thought process that considers the many possible future directions in exactly the same fashion as 
Richard Feynman had set the rules for.  Feynman’s “decision paths” may very well also govern the 
possible physical directions a life form can follow to appropriate a string of future events to which the 
electron par takes as the most basic reflective mirror element.  It is the electron that gives the mirrors 
in Figure#1 the physical ability to reflect and store the time dependent optical image information.   

 
This article treats the sum of all sensory information as an incremental part of the net 

information within the entire living universe.  This implies that the universe lives as we live, and, all 
the information we collect in science inadvertently (and some not inadvertently) contains information 
regarding our direct physical connections we have to the universe as a whole.  Each of us has our own 
physical story of experienced and recorded events that have occurred in our existence, and, each 



includes information attained from our five senses at, and leading to, each physical event.  It is not that 
there are many universes (per the multi universe interpretation of GUT) it is that there are many 
different observers, and, String Theory Physics may very well be all about the structured physical 
information avenues each life form possess for making measures of the universe.      

Obtaining information in its utmost minute detail would provide mankind an accelerated 
rate of gaining knowledge, and, who wouldn’t want more knowledge?  The physical model regarding 
life and the information acquired by life forms presented starts by using the physical aspects of life as 
the most basic ingredients to construct a physical model for information measure.  Information 
measure is an aspect that all life posses, albeit, with different physical methods amongst the many 
different life forms, but, all having the common elementary reflective physical information structure.  
Each physical sense is akin to an independent channel of information (a degree of freedom) that 
maintains our conscious state of being, therefore, we each have five physical avenues of giving or 
receiving information that physically connects us to the universe. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure#2 – Our physical senses 

Consider the senses of sight and hearing for instance.  An individual can hear and not see, 
or, see and not hear.  These two senses represent two independent physical paths that a conscious life 
uses to collect information, and, information gained from each of these two physical senses generally 
do not depend on one another, similar to the independence of the X and Y axis of a graph.  Therefore, 
these two senses provide our consciousness with two independent axis of information.  We can then 
add hearing, touch and smell as being three more physical means for collecting information that 



appropriate our sense of being.  Consider your physical senses as the physical elements that 
appropriate your conscious state degrees of freedom for collecting information from your 
surroundings.  This is a reasonable assumption.  Each physical sense can be mathematically modeled 
by the measurable, stream of physical information received through your senses and routed by your 
central nervous system to your brain.  Each physical “string of information,” i.e., sensory information 
that appropriates your physical awareness in the “now,“ should be capable of being mapped to the 
fundamental string elements constituting string theory physics as per: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure#3 – Correlation of physical senses to string theory physics 

To make this connection, we need to look closely at the most basic form of information 
we receive from our sensory environment (images of light, and these are also the basic elements in 
quantum field theory).  You will find that “light,” operating at many different information count rates 
is at the very center of all our physical senses and is therefore used as the most elemental unit of 
information to build the physical laws governing the most detailed, measurable, information we can 
ever hope to accumulate.  When you place many of these five physical sensory organ creatures 
together to interact, multiple senses couple and derive information feedback from individual to 
individual and the added sum of information gives an extra degree of freedom to attain more 
information.  M theory physics becomes the wholly grail of “life information” by having the five 
independent sensory sources (dimensions) of physically measurable information of a conscious soul 
coupling to many other independent living sources of information.  The many interactions of 
individuals puts the “M” in M Theory, with M standing for Multiple Life forms (i.e. all of life)!  
Information content increases when exchanged by interacting individuals.  New correlations are 
generated from information sharing!   The 10 dimensions of string theory would now be represented 
by all five sensory information channels coupled to the coherent physical paths of information from 
each sense that is physically coupled to our mind and stored in our thoughts (similar to the images per 



Figure#1) to manipulate and appropriate our physical state of being.  This therefore implies that at 
every instant of time we have ten dimensional strings of information to consider (the internal five 
dimensions, and, the external five dimensions) and when conversing with others we add another 
degree of freedom to maintain information accumulated as we exist as information transferring life 
forms!  Therefore, we have eleven dimensions available to collect, store and analyze acquired physical 
sensory information that appropriates our combined existence. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Figure #4 – 5 Internal and 5 External degrees of freedom 

M theory physics should provide the basic tools to model information that is used by all 
life forms.  The physical laws of nature would have come in full circle implying that we have explored 
the vast universe (outwardly) to the minute parts of the atom (inwardly) and found the most detailed 
sets of coupled information equations (information strings). Simply put, this is the most precise 
physical model of the information provided by our five physical senses that physically couple us to the 
universe.  This implies that the “strings” characterized by string theory physics, should be capable of 
being used to mathematically model life’s physical senses, each physical sense being a physical path 
to information we collect in our conscious state of being.  Information is physically gathered on the 
atomic, molecular, etc., levels by the successive counting of physical events that make up the 
information in each frequency range (frequency defines the image information rate) assigned to each 
of our senses, organs, etc.  A 30 Hertz drum beat represents sound at the count rate of 30 events / 
second.  Vision information count rates are much larger then that of hearing.  Vision operates at count 
rates of millions of billions of times per second.  Tiny hairs are used in the ear for the lower count 
rates and the small rods and cones are used in our retina for the high count rates required for vision (a 
biological impedance match that accepts information from the surroundings).  This allows life to 



collect steady streams of “sensory information” from the surroundings.  A “string” is now defined as 
the entity that provides the backbone physical model that represents the most compact way to 
physically model the measurable information, and, model the physical path the information takes in 
the body, to appropriate a “conscious, measurable life.” The multi universe interpretation using string 
theory physics now becomes the way to say that all life forms are physically coupled to the universe at 
different physical co-ordinate locations, etc., and do not generally receive the same information from 
the environment.  We are separated individuals.  It is not multi-universes that exist, it is multi-life 
forms and each life form is physically “information coupled” to different parts of the single universe!   

The five strings in string theory physics, under the above assumptions, mathematically 
imply five physical senses (barring we do not suffer blindness, hearing loss, etc).  This implies that we 
can use string theory physics to model the physical sensory information that sustains a conscious life 
form that interacts with the universe.  A life form asks a question and the universe physically responds.  
This implies that we should use strings to model information used by all life forms and this implies 
that string theory provides the basic model to collect and mathematically analyze information and the 
transfer thereof, measurable, physical information that life uses to appropriate a conscious state of 
information analysis.  Physical information guided by our senses not only maintains and appropriates 
our physical conscious state of being, it is continually accumulated in memory for future reference 
(new images are added to the surface of the mirrors as time progresses).    

While this physical connection of life to string theory physics may sound rather bizarre at 
the moment, what would be most intriguing is the level of detail required to model the physical aspects 
of a life form.  This would imply that we could begin to find the many common information structures 
that physically build life.  No “manifest destiny” is claimed here.  What is claimed here is attaining a 
completely measureable way to look at life and how it information couples to the surrounding world.  
This implies that everything from auto immune systems to chemical imbalances could be physically 
modeled from “first principle information life science” to yield predictable information at the quantum 
level of uncertainty.  Since the quantum level of uncertainty adds a miniscule measure of uncertainty 
in describing large objects “as large as life forms” we could obtain amazingly precise information 
regarding any life form that comes with a particular physiology.  This also may explain why the Plank 
mass appears “larger then life.” It may represent the fundamental unit to build life itself!           

If we as a human race ever come to grips with the idea that science can accurately 
measure all of the physical information that appropriates our physical connection to the world that we 
take a physical part within, the question arises as to whether we could use similar information to 
mathematically model information regarding life at both the inner cellular, cellular and body organ 
levels.  Information for this is believed obtained using a scaled extension to the same ideas given 
above using the proper physical boundary conditions for information transfer in the sub-life element 
environment (physics scales and thus life scales).  We can then ask questions regarding a living cell’s 
senses, or rather, a cell’s information channels that connect them to their physical environment.  In the 
same fashion that our five senses appropriate our physical conscious state, the cells physical senses 
(information transfer paths) would also be expected to appropriate for and support the physically 
conscious and living state of being (storing information and considering possible futures), but, doing 
such within the confines of the body where information also travels in many physically measurable 
forms and at various information rates.   



We could reconsider black holes and imagine that the inside of the black hole represents 
conscious thought (where bosonic strings exist) having the singularity correlate to the same singular 
point at the mirror center that gives information far, far back in time to which our ego encircles as the 
event horizon.  The singularity of information could go back to the beginning of time itself as we 
uncover information regarding past cosmic, humanistic, etc., physical events (great precision in 
astronomy and archeology, respectively).  Thermodynamic properties regarding black hole physics 
may appear as information whose scaled duel represents the physical aspects of known life forms.  For 
example, a small black hole is hotter then a larger one and the smaller black hole does not live as long 
as a larger black hole prior to evaporating.  It so happens that my small dog is 102 degrees F while I 
measure 98.6 F.  Is it a coincidence that my larger mass comes with a lower living operating 
temperature then my dog that has a smaller mass, and, my life clock runs 7x slower then his?  Is the 
thermodynamic relation of having the larger of two black holes be the coolest and longer lived a 
thermodynamic dual to what actually occurs in life?   Physical black hole properties may very well 
represent real physical aspects of life (in a dual form), implying that black hole physical properties that 
yield information regarding the physical events occurring both inside and outside black holes, and on 
their event horizon surface, represent a precise life measure as a dual component.    

In the Black Hole War between Leonard Susskind (et.al) and Stephen Hawking, Hawking 
may have conceded for the right reason, but, may have held his ground longer should he had 
considered a black hole as representing a dual object to model life information.  The onset of 
Alzheimer and Dementia diseases may very well cause “life information” to be lost while “living life” 
on the event horizon surface (approaching the post conscious state of death just inside the horizon).   
Being no information is ever lost (Susskind’s correct conjecture), the forgotten information may be 
capable of being retrieved while moving beyond the event horizon and should then be capable of being 
remembered by the disease stricken victim as the horizon is crossed and the singularity containing the 
nested images if information re-appears.  The event horizon clouds over (brain plaque) the view of the 
“singularity” implying that events occurring in physical life cloud over the view of the singularity that 
contains all past “life information.” Life is assumed to exist as a dual action to the entropy that occurs 
on the event horizon surface.  Once the boundary is crossed, that memory that was believed lost is 
regained because it is no longer shielded by the event horizon, where life entropy occurs.  The 
information re-appears and Susskind still wins.        

Conclusion 

Those thoughts outlined above leads to a knowledge path that focuses only on physical information 
that is used to support life.  Exacting this type of science can possibly lead to eradicating disease, birth 
defects, etc. and will give a whole new meaning to the genome and how it can be used to unlock the 
most detailed physical attributes of life and how life has evolved through the eons of making 
continual, physical decisions that have been encoded in DNA.  Life information is then passed to the 
next generation.  Force unification, should it be a life unification duel, should follow from the same 
sets of relations.  The mathematics involved to model this information is believed contained within 
Reimann Zeta (another paper would be necessary to argue many points here).  Reimann Zeta is 
believed the analytic abacus for life information.  The “life information” reason for the prime number 
distribution and the “life information” meaning of Reimann’s Hypothesis would “come to light” (pun 
intended) in the context of making life information paramount as the onset of all measures of 
information.  It’s all about life!!        


